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The Technische Informationssysteme GmbH
The Technische Informationssysteme GmbH was founded in December
1985 by Dipl.-Ing. Josef Bielefeld.
The company established its position as an important developer and
specialist in the field of mobile hard- and software.
Considerable expertise in the development of data processing systems
and funded knowledge make TIS a qualified and reliable business partner for the development of innovative products as well as for assisting
you with your project work.
Josef Bielefeld led the company as managing director until September
2016. In 2008, Peter Giesekus joined the company as the second
managing director, responsible for sales and marketing, while Josef
Bielefeld concentrated on the technical area. In October 2016 Josef
Bielefeld handed over his part of the management to Markus Vinke. The
Dipl.-Ingenieur for Electrical Engineering, at that time working for TIS
GmbH for 15 years already, gained experience as a software developer
and project manager. In 2012, he took over the management of the
software development department.

Core Competence
The company TIS covers all fields of wireless communication technology
and is ambitiously and passionately involved with supporting the progress in this field and has been a specialist in mobile data communication
for more than 30 years.
WWAN, WLAN, local area radio or RFID - as a cutting-edge innovation
leader the company is well-experienced in projects of enterprises of all
sizes and familiar with all of the leading radio technologies.
Based on these technologies and knowledge, interdisciplinary teams
at TIS are developing and realizing powerful solutions for the business
workday.
Wherever you want to control and improve processes for an optimized
efficiency, wherever you want to use wireless data communication - TIS
is the partner for you.
We at TIS process our ideas and offer you technologies that can be adjusted to your system demands optimally and reliably.
The latest generations of products are the platform-independent
Software solutions under the brand name TISLOG and TISPLUS as the
brand for value-added hardware developments.

The Staff
TIS employees are profoundly competent in mobile applications and all
associated fields. TIS products always meet the latest standards of data
communication. Very often TIS is already involved in the development
of basic technologies and also in the definition processes of industrial
standards.
More than 20 engineers and software specialists are responsible for
development and production of Hard- and Software at TIS.
Our company trusts in advanced training and further development of
our employees, leading to a continuous level in quality, innovative ideas
and maximized staff retention.

Projects
Our work is characterized by the passion for technology - and
the aim to find really viable and economical solutions for the everyday
challenges of our customers.
TIS expertise and technical know-how enables outstanding quality in
Hardware, Software and Service products.
For the different components TIS is offering competent project
management and coordination of every single step within the scope of
individual solutions, including full responsibility for the results. In order
to guarantee smoothly running processes, TIS is offering modern, competent and individual service for our entire product range.
Service contracts are custom-tailored to the special needs of our customers.

Products
For years the TIS GmbH is significantly contributing in the development
and improvement of mobile technology. TIS conducts independent trend
research - to be able to meet the challenges of tomorrow proactively
already today.
This has developed into 3 product families.
TISLOG stands for our innovative platform-independent software solutions.
TISWARE represents devices and software of our suppliers, we offer to
our customers after completing a proven selection process.
TISPLUS is the umbrella brand for value-added accessories from our own
hardware development.

TIS stands by your side as a strong partner in project work

PHASE 1
Requirement Analysis
TIS supports you with advice and concept design
customized to YOUR business.

PHASE 5

New Solutions
& New Possibilities
When the project control cicle starts
over with a device generation change,
we assist you with finding new solutions.

PHASE 4

Adjustments
Once the basic solution is in operation, TIS
helps you to improve the comfort, workflow
or functionalities.

PARTNERS

PHASE 2

Joint Project Organisation
Our experienced team provides
for a smooth process while considering
your specific requirements.

PHASE 3

Daily Business
After the successful launch of the project, we
support you in the stabilization of daily operations.

